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After two losses, Hawks still seeking respect

By Michael Cunningham  

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution 

6:12 p.m. Tuesday, November 9, 2010 

Before the Hawks faced the team that's dominated them for two seasons, Al Horford rejected the notion 

they needed to win for their psyche.

Their credibility, however, was another matter.

"I don't even think it has to do so much with confidence," the Atlanta center said, "but I think if we want to 

be considered as a contender to win the division, this is the step we have to take."

In that regard, the Hawks took a step back with their 93-89 defeat at Orlando on Monday. Atlanta lost to 

the Magic for the 10th time in 11 meetings, another indication the Hawks don't measure up to their 

Southeast Division rivals.

The Hawks lost to the Suns 118-114 on Sunday, their first setback after a 6-0 start against middling to 

poor teams. Two losses in two games against stronger competition adds to the perception the Hawks 

remain a notch below Orlando, Boston and Miami in the Eastern Conference pecking order.

"Everybody has their opinions and obviously those are the proven teams," Horford said after the loss to 

Orlando. "We haven't done anything yet, so we have to keep working and keep getting better so we can 

earn that respect."

Keeping the score close against the Magic represented progress for the Hawks. They'd lost the previous 

nine meetings by an average of 23 points per game, often facing big deficits early and showing little 

ability to slow Orlando center Dwight Howard and the many shooters surrounding him.

This time Atlanta led with five minutes to go before losing.

"Definitely this is something we can build on," Hawks guard Joe Johnson said. "We feel like we can 

honestly play with any team in this league. I think our coaching staff does a good job of preparing us and 

getting us ready for games."

The Hawks faced Phoenix and Orlando without injured forwards Marvin Williams and Mo Evans. While 

playing without injured players is common in the NBA, the Hawks were at a particular disadvantage 

because Williams and Evans are their only small forwards.

Williams and Evans aren't among Atlanta's top players but they fill vital roles as perimeter defenders and 

shooters. Atlanta could have used either player in each loss.
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The Hawks couldn't match Phoenix's speed and deep stable of skilled wing players while giving up 11 3-

pointers. Evans or Williams might have helped slow Orlando's Vince Carter, whose 19 points included 

two key baskets in the final two minutes.

It's questionable whether Atlanta can match the depth of teams like Phoenix and Orlando with a healthy 

roster. Yet coming close without two key players might be something the Hawks can use to boost their 

belief they can develop into contenders.

"I think we have enough in this locker room," Atlanta forward Josh Smith said. "We still have guys that 

are not healthy that can create the extra depth that we need."
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